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Continuing our series on 'Essentials for Aquarists' our technical writer, Dr David Ford,

ou cannot siphon upwards

lf a tube {ull of water

has one end within the

aquarium the water will llow if

the other end is lower down, (the

lower the faster too). The science

is that if the height of the tube

(the maximum bef ore it loops

downward) is h, then h : Patm

looks at

divided by g where Patm is the

pressure of the atmosphere; is the

density of water (can be taken as

one) and g is gravity

Substituting the real numbers

shows that the loop can be

l0 netres high so no problem in

siphoning water iron any aqua'ium

in the home. even i[you live in a

siphoning

palace. The reason the water flows

is the pull of gravity g (once the

tube is full) which creates a greater

hydrostatic pressure at the lower

exit than the upper entrance.
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The theory may be proven, but in

practice siphoning does not work

unless the conditions are perfect

(such as rube size. nc kinrs. no ai'

bubbles, open ended and more).

However, if you do not want a siphon

(such as the airline tube) it always

works perfectly.

It is best to choose clear plastic

tubing rather than a section of garden

hose s0 you can see what is haopening
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This is why the aquarium end of the
hose needs a supporting rod: you

will be a long way from the tank (just
draping it into the aquarium is asking
for trouble),
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To siphon out the gravel or sand,
a wider bore is recommended,
200mm (/.8 inches). To clean the
gravel most manufacturers have a
'Gravel Cleaner'such as Hagen,s
Marina Easy Clean 1in three sizes
too). These gadgets do not work
so well with sand; this is better
siphoned out, swilled clean and
dribbled back.

You can make your own gravel
cleaner by Silicone Sealing a
plastic tube into a plastic botile,s
top with the base of the bottle cut
off. However, both gravel and sand
can be at least surface cleaned by
'hoovering' the base during routine
water changes. With power off, of
course. hand-hold the siphoning
tube within the aquarium a few
millimetres above the gravel or
sand, so mulm is sucked out but
not the stones or sand,
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As stated, the siphon tube must
be full to operate; even a few
air bubbles can accumulate and
break the column of water - then
it will just stop siphoning. To fiil
the tube it musl be primed i.e.
completely filled with water The
traditjonai way is to just suck
on the tube to start the flow.
Aquarium water is a seething
mass of viruses and bacteria (it
is lavatory water) so a mouthful is
actually dangerous,

Safe priming is by pre-filling
the tube with tapwater., if the
tube does not fit your fancy taps,
fill a wash bowl with tapwater and
immerse the tube. The ends can
be sealed with a thumb (hence
the ideal 13mm bore), carry to the
open aquarium and dip one end
into the tank, lower the other into
the bucket and reiease both ends.

Manufacturers' siphon or
gravel cleaner devices often
include auromalic p,imers vra a
pumping action or bellows. The
one occasjon when mouth sucking
is permissible is if you use a

tiny bore (5mm) plastic tubing
(e g airline lubing; lf there is
no garden or suitable taps etc. a
very long length ot 5mm tubing
can be dioped into the aquarium
(depth fixed by lashing to a
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e.g. if there is a blockage or airlock.
The DIY stores such as B&Q sell it by
the metre. The best bore size is 13mm
(0.51 -inches) because you can close
the end with your thumb, important in
priming (see later). Two-metres (six-

feet) is long enough for the average

tank on a stand.

Use two buckets - this is
because there is always a second
one available if the first bucket is
getting too full, lf you do not want
to carry heavy buckets of water
(or risk spillage on the carpet)
the traditjonal garden hose can be

used. This needs lashing to a rod
(not wood it will f loat) such as a
planting stick so it can be positioned
inside the aquarium at the required
depth and attach the other end to a
tap (preferably a garden tap) Turn

on the tap (gently) untit bubbles
cease and water is flowing into the
tank. Remove from the tap quickly
and drop down below the aquarium's
water level,.. running the hose
outdoors into a storm drain is ideal

supp0rttng rod with elastic bands)
and the other end taken outdoors
via a door, window (or even the
letterbox). With the far end below
the tank level, keep sucking on
the tube until the water flows up
the jnlet, fills the loop and starts
to f low. Being many rnelres in
length there is plenty of tjme to
see the water flow is underway
and stop sucking. This method
may take hours but can be safely
left to its own devices and will
eventually empty the aquarium
to the depth preset by the inlet
position 0n its supp0rting rod. The
small size means that fish will not
be siphoned out, something to
carefully avoid with larger tubing.
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A siphon cleaner is also useful to
marinrsts. Take the large diameter
tube (200mm) and insert short
lengths (ca 1 00mm/four-inches)
of ever smailer tubing so it tapers
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down to three or four-millimetres
(final section could be a rigid
clear-plastic ball pen body with
ink part removed) Silicone Seal
sections that are not a tight fit.
Siphon into buckets with the
narrot,v seclion wirhin the marine
aquarium. The high output flow at
the lower end (200mm) creates
a powerful suction action at the
3mm end. This can be used to
probe and ciean crevasses in the
Coral or physically remove any red

algae plague.
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Essential accessories for any
aquarist are siphon tubes, buckets
(kept exclusively for aquarium work)
and gravel cleaner. Routine part

water changes in the freshwater
aquarium are then a simple chore
and make for happy fish (and happy
fish are healthy fish). The siphoned
water is jdeal for the potted or
garden plants ffi


